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BIBLE NUMBERS IN THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA
THE ANTECHAMBER

INTRODUCTION
The Royal Cubit (RC) is taken as 20.6066 Pyramid Inches (P”). All measurements are based on
the meticulous survey of Professor Petrie in the 1880’s. Professor Petrie took two
measurements, one with steel tape and the other with steel rods to confirm all his findings.
The Pyramid Inch is taken as 1.011 British Inches.1

DIMENSIONS OF THE ANTECHAMBER
The dimensions are:
P-INCHES

CUBITS

SQ.CUBITS

CUBIC CUBITS

Height: (H)

149.19 P”

7.24 RC

52.42 RC^2

379.49 RC^3

Width: (W)

64.93 P”

3.15 RC

9.93 RC^2

Length: (L)

116.17 P”

5.64 RC

31.78 RC^2

Floor Diagonal: (DF)

133.08 P”

6.46 RC

41.71 RC^2

269.35 RC^3

Longest Diagonal: (DC)

199.92 P”

9.70 RC

94.12 RC^2

913.17 RC^3

The NUMERICAL VALUE2 of the Antechamber is:
+

+

= 1,562 cubic Royal Cubits

This compares to the NUMERICAL VALUE of the King’s Chamber = 20,404 cubic Royal Cubits
The volume of the Antechamber is:
H x W x L = 1,125,328 square Pyramid Inches, or 128.61 square Royal Cubits
This compares to the volume of the King’s Chamber = 2,237 square Royal Cubits
The cubic root of the volume of the Antechamber is 104. 3
1
2

For further detail supporting these assumptions please see the earlier papers on www.biblenumbersforlife.com
The sum of the cubes of the dimensions of the three sides of the largest triangle that fits in the room.
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SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF ANTECHAMBER4
The NUMERICAL VALUE of the Antechamber is very close to 1/13th of the NUMERICAL VALUE of
the King’s Chamber.5
13

=

REBELLION

If the King’s Chamber is symbolic of the MILLENNEUM, and the Antechamber precedes the
King’s Chamber on the same passageway, and if the relative numerical value is 1/13th, then we
conclude the Antechamber is symbolic of the REBELLION of the whole earth to God, or the
period of the Great Tribulation, which immediately precedes the return of Christ.
There is more evidence to confirm this conclusion.
The NUMERICAL VALUE of the Antechamber is 1,562.
11

=

MYSTERY

2

=

TWO

71

=

PROPHETS

[1,562 = 11 x 2 x 71]

We read in the 11th book of Revelation during the Tribulation there will be the testimony of two
prophets who will warn the world not to worship the Beast:
“And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in
sackcloth…it will not rain while they are prophesying…when they have finished their testimony
the Beast will attack them…and kill them…but after three and a half days a breath of life from
God entered them, and they stood on their feet” (Rev. 11:2-12)
The mystery is we do not know who the two prophets are. The only two Old Testament saints
that did not taste death are Enoch and Elijah. Some say Moses and Elijah.
There is more evidence the Antechamber is symbolic of the Tribulation. The length of the
longest diagonal of the Antechamber is 199.92 Pyramid Inches. Rounding this to the nearest
whole number, it is 200 Pyramid Inches. In Revelation chapter 9 verse 16 we read regarding the
invading army from the East:
“The number of the mounted troops was two hundred million. I heard their number.”
The cubic root of the volume of the Antechamber is 104 Pyramid Inches6.
3

[104 = 13 x 8]

rd

104 raised to the 3 power equals 1,124.9 or rounded 1,125.
4
For a detailed explanation of the spiritual meaning of numbers, please refer to www.biblenumbersforlife.com
5
20,404 = 1,562 x 13.06
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13

=

REBELLION

8

=

HOLY MAN

Who is the Holy Man? The gematria7, or numerical value, of the ‘Jesus’ is 888. He is the
original HOLY MAN. The number 8 refers to any person who experiences the NEW BIRTH, i.e.
one who dies to sin and begins a NEW LIFE of faith. These are the ones who repent from sin,
believe, and live holy lives.
In the period of the Great Tribulation, the spirit of the people will be to REBEL against JESUS.
There will be no middle ground. The rebellion will be a complete turning away, not only from
faith in Jesus, but to the most godless behavior. Every evil practice condemned by God will be
embraced. People will become immersed in idolatry, sorcery, murder, and every wicked thing.
There are more bad numbers to be found in the Ante Chamber. The squares of the three
components of the largest right angle triangle in the room, in square Royal cubits, are:
Height

52.42

Floor Diagonal

41.71

Bottom Corner to Opposite Wall Far Top Corner Diagonal 94.12
The nearest round whole numbers for these three measures are 52, 42, and 94 respectively.
52

=

WORLD IN REBELLION ( 4 x 13)

42

=

EVIL MAN

94

=

OPPOSITE (2) of SELF ABASEMENT (47)

[see footnote8]

Again the bad spiritual number REBELLION (13) appears. Again it involves the whole WORLD
(4). This time we see an EVIL MAN (42) on the scene, likely referring to Anti-Christ. The Bible
says regarding the Beast:
“The Beast opened his mouth to utter proud words and blasphemies…to blaspheme
God, and to slander His name and His dwelling place and those who live in heaven.”
(Rev 13:5-6)
6

The actual cube root is 104.014. This is very close to 104; it is within measurement error of the actual value.
Gematria takes the numerical value of each letter of a word, then adds them to give the value of the word.
8
The Spiritual Number Map assigns a meaning of “Gospel Worker” to 52. This is not a contradiction. The message
of the Gospel Worker is “The world is in rebellion, repent and be baptised, confessing your sins to God” 52 = 4
(WORLD) x 13 (REBELLION). Which meaning is used depends on the context. We also see 144,000 gospel workers
in the Great Tribulation, so either meaning could be used in the context of the Ante Chamber.
7
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In the Spiritual Number Map, SELF ABASEMENT (47) is a good number. It points to an attitude
in the Christian of denying self and exalting God. The Beast will be exactly the opposite, having
a proud haughty spirit, exalting himself and demeaning all around him, even the holy name of
God. His spirit is PRIDE (94).
THE DIVISION LINE BETWEEN LIMESTONE AND GRANITE FLOOR
The Antechamber is 116 Pyramid Inches (P”) in length from North to South. Coming from the
North direction, i.e. from the Great Step moving towards the King’s Chamber, the floor
composition changes:
Limestone

13

P”

From the North Edge (Great Step side)

Red Granite

103

P”

From the South Edge (King’s Ch. Side)

Limestone

0.63

Royal Cubits

Red Granite

5.00

Royal Cubits

SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE DIVISION LINE
13

=

REBELLION

63

=

GOD’S WRATH

103

=

** UNKNOWN **

5

=

GOD’S GRACE (5) and MAN’S WEAKNESS (5)

[100 x 0.63 Royal Cubits]

On yet another occasion we see the number 13 REBELLION in connection with the
Antechamber. The number 103 is a prime number, in fact the 27th prime number. At the time
of this writing, the meaning of 103 has not been revealed to this author. However, the number
27 means “HOLY TRUTH”. This indicates the number 103 is a good number, speaking of the
glories of God’s Holy truth in some way.
The division of the floor into two pavements suggests a struggle between two faiths and two
world views. On the North side is the spirit of rebellion to God, the world system, the one
world government, the idolatrous worship of the Beast and his power. On the South side are
those obedient to God, washed in the blood of the lamb (red granite), waiting for the chosen
servant of God to return to the earth and deliver the world from Satan and the effects of sin.
The red granite occupies 89% of the floor space, about EIGHT times as much as the limestone.
The number 8 is has the spiritual meaning “NEW MAN”. This marks the red granite portion of
the floor of the Antechamber as symbolic of the saints, those who have received the new birth.
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During the Tribulation the saints will be persecuted and decimated. In spite of the larger
numbers of rebels, the floor space of the Tribulation is dominated by an area symbolic of the
saints. It demonstrates that even if saints are smaller in numbers, they occupy the greater
respect from God.
It is clear from the measurements of the limestone portion of the floor that GOD’S WRATH (63)
is upon those who rebel. This is certainly the testimony of Scripture concerning the Tribulation:
“Then I heard a loud voice from the temple saying to the seven angels ‘Go, pour out the
seven bowls of God’s wrath upon the earth” (Rev. 16:1)
Granite is harder stone than limestone. It has a density of 2691 kg / cubic meter versus 2611 kg
/ cubic meter for limestone. [Note: The precise density of red granite is not known to this
writer.] This is another indication that the balance of power is on the side of the red granite.
The spiritual lesson implicit in the floor of the Antechamber is God will be the victor over the
rebellion of man and angels. In spite of the WEAKNESS (5) of His saints in numbers and worldly
power, by GOD’S GRACE (5) we will triumph over the enemy.
THE BOSS RELIEF ON THE LIMESTONE LEAF
In the Antechamber area there is a boss relief on a granite leaf, which is suspended above the
floor. The granite leaf sits in a groove in the wall. The boss relief is remarkable since there are
so few decorations of any description in the Great Pyramid.
The boss relief is 8 P” wide and 5 P” tall at the wall. The sides slope inward so the boss is only 5
P” wide and 3 P” tall on the flat side away from the wall. The boss is shaped roughly like a
sloping inward semi-circle. The boss protrudes 1 P” from the limestone leaf. The cut-away
base of the boss is parallel to the floor.
Significantly, the volume of the boss relief is equal to 1 British pint, and the weight of 1 British
pint of water is 1 pound. The boss relief could be a commercial measure, either of liquid or
perhaps of grain. To my eyes, it looks exactly like what a measuring pan would look like, with a
flat bottom and a flat back but a smoothly rounded front for ease of pouring or scooping.
If the boss relief is a commercial measure, then this is significant in terms of the interpretation
of the Antechamber. In the Tribulation the world commercial system will be at its apex:
“The merchants who sold things and gained their wealth from her [Babylon] will stand
far off, terrified by her torment. They will weep and mourn and cry out: Woe! Woe! O
great city…” (Rev. 18:15,16)
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This spiritual implication is significant even to saints living today, not in the Tribulation, because
there are abundant warnings in Scripture about the danger of loving the world [system]:
“Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of
the Father is not in him. For everything in the world – the cravings of sinful man, the
lust of his eyes and the boasting of what he has and does – comes not from the Father
but from the world. The world and its desires pass away, but the man who does the will
of God lives forever.” (1 John 2)
Scripture compares the fall of Bablyon to a great millstone dropping from above:
“Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw it into
the sea, and said: ‘With such violence the great city of Babylon will be thrown down,
never to be found again.” (Rev. 18:21)
The limestone leaf is a great stone, flat on two sides except for the boss. Not round like we
would expect a millstone, but nevertheless suspended in air as if waiting to come crashing
down.
Some have supposed the boss relief is a token of the covenant with Noah, because it is in the
shape of a rainbow. God promised Noah:
“I have set my rainbow in the clouds, and it will be a sign of the covenant between me
and the earth. Whenever I bring clouds over the earth and the rainbow appears in the
clouds, I will remember my covenant between me and you and all living creatures of
every kind. Never again will waters become a flood to destroy all life.” (Gen 12:13-15)
Compare this to the account in Revelation:
“Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven. He was robed in a cloud
with a rainbow over his head…He was holding a little scroll … and said ‘There will be no
more delay!” (Rev 10:1,2,6)
The significance of the rainbow shape of the boss on the limestone leaf residing in the
Antechamber is the sign the room represents the Last Days of God’s judgement as foreseen by
the prophets. This is exactly what the mighty angel with the rainbow over his head said:
“The mystery of God will be accomplished, just as He announced to His servants the
prophets.” (Rev 10:7)
The personal belief of the author is both interpretations of the boss are correct.
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